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CD-ALBUM RELEASE – 
”SLEEP CHEAP IN LUXURY“ – LE SPIN OVALE | SCHOENER HÖREN MUSIC

”Le Spin Ovale certainly isn't the first band to tailor its own special brand of music from
elements of jazz, funk, house, d&b and electronics. The four artists from Hamburg, known
an insider tip because of numerous club appearances, are supremely laid-back taking the
genre-mixing approach to new heights by staying musically focused. This makes their
music unique and different from many other similar projects. The band doesn’t just offer
hip beats and exotic electro sounds which, though clever, don't hang together. There is a
real sense of organic music at work, primarily the funky-cool guitar strings of bandleader,
Patrick Pagels. The e-piano, keyboards and sound effects blend in well and even the drums
are not just there to rev up. The four musicians from Hamburg know how to create dance
floor grooves with just a fine smattering of vinyl scratching. But, from chillout to dance
floor, Le Spin Ovale have much to offer which is good and worth listening to.”

(Christoph Giese | JAZZTHETIK 03.'03) 

”The Hamburg Project brings together dance floor and live gigs. Whether jazz, deep house,
downbeat, electro or Drum & Bass – Le Spin Ovale blends these different styles and struc-
tures (despite digital preponderance) into a live band format with its own unique feel. The
many varied tracks are recorded live and most have melancholic melodies. The intimate
charm of the dry house grooves combines well with the wonderful introspective guitar
chords creating a magnetic effect that is hard to resist. They achieve the golden mean
between track-focussed and live music – perfect for a lazy day on the sofa. That’s the best
place to hear and appreciate the lovingly crafted details. The carefree to ”lazy“ piano grooves,
the mini-scratches, the fine percussion ”showers“ and, if I may say – the magnificent indif-
ference that is one of le Spin Ovale’s distinguishing features.”

(Frank Eckert | JAZZTHING 04|'03)
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12"-REMIX RELEASE – 
"SHAKI ON THE FLY" – LE SPIN OVALE | LOUNGE RECORDS 040

”They have already entered the DCC charts. That in itself does’t mean much but it does
show that the mixing on tracks such as Rivera Rotation and Hindi Of The Night really works.
And I agree. While Rivera, with its 33 revolutions (rotations) makes good use of the Rhodes
keyboard for a house feel, the indian religion fans can enjoy Tone E.O. soul. As I can no
longer stand listening to Cher-style vocal filters my money is on the Hindi instrumental
piece. As a bonus, there is a playful sound vignette by band member Patrick Pagels, alias
SpinDoctor. Ovale rules.”

(Review | DE:BUG 03.'03) 
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TEST-CONCERT - REVIEW:

”band in progress
A stingray floats over Hamburg. Beneath this projected video image. down below, eleven
floors above the night-time port, le Spin Ovale are making music. Here in the former ASTRA
conference rooms shoals of fish, computer men and potraits of ladies glide along the walls
while Patrick Pagels, guitar, Kalle Tjaben, keyboards, Tammo Bergmann, drums and DJ
Carsten Schulz play their rehearsal programme. We hear hints of Benson and Bugge and
sometimes Montgomery or Carl Craig. Solid solos on rich foundations, subtile sound
expression within a clear acoustic framework. “We are sort of in between regarding
style.”says Patrick Pagels, guitarrist, graphic designer and in-house ”Spin Doctor“.
“Somehow it’s jazz but House too with other danceable rhythms. We want it to work in
clubs and concerts and like electronic sound with organic depth. We aren’t trying to be all
things to everyone but we want to get those ovals spinning. We performed at the
Copenhagen Jazz Festival in our trio ”B-three”. There were 600 beautiful Danish girls
there.” says Pagels.”Honestly, our performance didn't really turned them on. Then we play-
ed an early version of “Shaki On The Fly“ with strong House-style beats. And suddenly they
started to dance.“ Back in Hamburg Le Spin Ovale reworked the concept and found a new
name (the old name was profitably tranferred to a boy group.). ””Le Spin Ovale" came to
me while I was writing the track "Le Spin". I saw, in my mind's eye, a constantly revolving
oval.” The band leader grins. Of course this particular marching, head nodding track is on
their debut album "Sleep Cheap in Luxury as well as other similar full-blooded dance tracks
such as “Smooth“, “Low Tide“ as well as the dance floor filling ”Shaki On The Fly“. This
track also appears in the four times remixed version on a 12" on Lounge Records. “We have
continually improved as a band“, says Pagels. “At the beginning, we all played in all sorts
of jazz and funk formations. After Copenhagen we recorded the basic tracks for the new
album in my parents’ living room. Later we rejuggled it on the computer and put together
videos to go with it to make it work in a new live context. We are not just a true working
band but also a work in progress”. And worth listening to, as a matter of fact.”

( Götz Bühler | JAZZTHING 03.+04.'03) 
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